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About This Game

Shortly after landing on an alien surface, you learn that hundreds of your men have been reduced to just a few. Now you must
fight your way through heavily fortified military installations, lower the city's defenses and shut down the enemy's war machine.

Only then will the fate of humanity be known.
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This game is really fun. The mechanics are deceptively simple but the interactions between objects are rich and the potential for
clever play is very high. Dodging between enemies and tricking them into killing each other is really satisfying. The
art\/music\/levels are very polished and doing simple things like bonking walls feels satisfying. It's kind of relaxing and makes
me feel smart at the same time.. It is worth the price just becuase you can play as jaune in a dress.. Currently playing the game
and just have joined this project as a betatester.
I play the German version of the game and compared to another betatest this game has really few gamebreaking bugs.
Image and sound bugs can easily circumvented by copying a similar named file, pasting and renaming it in the same folder. For
the current version I only had to do this twice!
But there are many, many passability gliches, mostly in the forests and hills with different planes.

The riddles are really innovative and medium to hard to solve. Their difficulty increases during the game.
The scarcly set save point have an healing option and invite to grind near them when the boss is too strong or you need money.
Some hidden paths will have to be found but are not necessary for completing the main quest.
There are no sidequests as this game is really story driven and mostly linear.

The battle balance is fair as long as you don't dare to encounter a Warrior. Just avoid them until you have the means to beat
them.. This game isn't what I expected. It's not fun. It's boring. The VR experience of CATAN VR is very dull and I thought it
would let me pick up the catan game pieces Virtually, but it fails in that aspect. It's just a "POINT and CLICK" game but in a
VR looking world. Did not enjoy. And I encountered a lot of old men who kept trying to talk with me and get personal
information out of me. So not cool. I would rather play CATAN on my phone or the web browser version for the "POINT and
CLICK" features. Do not buy this game.. A really good game with really good characters.
A really good story with really good music.
Y'all shall play it!
It's amazing.
And... Don't forget to smile. ; - ). I can't recommend this. It was fun for a few minutes, but it has minimum storyline, the fights
all feel the same, and in the couple hours I played, I barely even found a fight that was challenging. Not worth it. This game is
fun and adorable. And great with friends. I just hope that you will be able to somehow add in multiplayer. Because not everyone
has friends nearby to play this with. I still recomend this game though.
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This game was a little too glitchy for me. Some puzzles would get completely stuck and would not work properly unless I
rebooted the game. In one case an object in a scene was invisible until I restarted. And, even though I played the game three
times to make sure, one achievement which should have been unlocked never was.. Straima is a small indie platformer that
offers fast-paced and challenging action, but some of the difficulty comes from undesired places. Many have commented on the
frustrating low-gravity 'floaty' feel of the game. Perhaps the biggest issue with Straima is that its unique visual design is blinding
and uncomfortable to look at for long periods, albeit brilliant and deeply creative.

I give great credit to the developer for continuing to update and polish the game according to feedback from the community. I
will probably give Straima another try in the future. However, I can't recommend this game within the packed platformer genre
right now. I paid $2.43 for Straima on sale, and I wouldn't recommend it at that price.. This game is about 20 minutes and length
and at the current time, it costs under $2.00. However, it was a long and painful 20 minutes, with graphical and interface
glitches and unexplained slowdown. The graphics are horrendous and looked like something from 10 or 15 years ago. There
really isn't much of a game here. You move from point A to point B several times, and have to solve a few math problems.
Except with the poor calculator functionality, I opened up the Windows calculator instead. A waste of time, even if you're really
into NASA and space exploration.. Love the style. It's very hard though, I wish there was some save\/load mechanism, but on
the other hand it's very intense right now.. What a neat little concept. While Vostoc Inc. could be described as a hybrid between
an idle game and a twin-stick shooter, it comes together as something more.

As far as idling goes: there is none. The game always gives you something to do, from mini-games to just roving through the
galaxy picking fights, blowing up meteors, rescueing cast-aways or participating in races. The different star systems you can
reach all have their own unique atmosphere and the writing (as charmingly aweful as the puns can be) is usually quite
interesting. It's always fun to see how the diverse cast of natives react to your attempts to turn their homeworlds into a capatalist
paradise. It's not invasion when you're an entrepeneur!

This causes the game to have a real sense of progression. While the buildings you place slowly rake in the cash, there's always
the feeling there's something tangible you can do to help speed things along, rather than go through a mind-numing numbers
grind.
The weapons and items you can buy in return, have a really nice feel to them too, with enough customization to keep things
interesting. Several types can be combined to have different effects and with 19 sorts, there's genuine thought and strategy
involved. As someone relatively new to twin-stick shooters, the game was worth it to me for the combat alone.

I can recommend it to anyone looking to waste away some time on a nice, casual arcade game.
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